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Abstract
Background: The occlusion site of the cerebral artery can help to determine recanalization success, treatment and prognosis in
acute stroke patients. In current studies, different measurement techniques and different length values have been considered. We
aimed to determine the relationship between the location of occlusion and recanalization success following endovascular therapy
of acute middle cerebral artery (MCA) M1 occlusion.
Methods: This study was conducted from January 2015 to March 2019. The “M1 distance-to-thrombus length” was determined
on curve-linear reformat reconstruction of the MCA, and measured from the center of internal carotid artery (ICA) bifurcation to
the beginning of the thrombus on digital subtraction angiography (DSA). A successful recanalization was defined as ≥ modified
thrombolysis in cerebral infarction (mTICI) 2b and full recanalization as mTICI 3. Evaluation of patients at the end of the third
month was carried out with modified Rankin Scale (mRS) and mortality.
Results: We eventually included 95 patients treated with endovascular therapy. The patients with distance to thrombus (DT)
≤13.2 mm showed significantly higher rates of full recanalization (AUC = 0.639 ± 0.06; P = 0.014, 95% confidence interval
[CI]). Additionally, DT could predict successful recanalization with an AUC of 0.639. The possibility to distinguish unsuccessful
recanalization cases after the endovascular treatment by considering DT had 85.7% sensitivity (95% CI). Of the 82 (86.3%)
patients who were treated with successful recanalization (≥mTICI 2b), 46 (48.4%) achieved mRS (0–3) and 38 (40%) expired at
the end of the 3 months.
Conclusion: Shorter DT was associated with higher rate of full recanalization (mTICI 3) after endovascular therapy. Having a longer
DT reduces the chance of successful recanalization without distal embolism. However, there was no statistically significant effect
for DT on a favorable outcome at third months or mortality with endovascular treatment of MCA M1 occlusions.
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Introduction
The middle cerebral artery (MCA) thrombus distance
from internal carotid artery (ICA) bifurcation may be a
quantifiable method for assessing the location of occlusive
thrombus. Recent studies in acute ischemic stroke
patients treated with intravenous (IV) thrombolysis (IVT)
have shown that a shorter distance-to-thrombus (DT)
is associated with higher rates of death and disability
and larger diffusion-perfusion mismatch volumes on
concurrent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).1,2
Mechanical thrombectomy has been of clinical value in
selected patients with acute stroke secondary to large vessel
occlusion based on recent endovascular trials. Despite
this treatment, close to half of the patients did not have
acceptable clinical outcomes.3
Several landmark randomized clinical trials established
the clinical efficacy of mechanical revascularization
compared with TV tissue-type plasminogen activator.4-6

Zaidat et al showed that achievement of complete
revascularization with a single thrombectomy device pass
is associated with significantly higher rates of good clinical
outcome.7 Therefore, recanalization as early as possible
and on the first attempt the main goal of the endovascular
treatment of stroke.
In this study, we aimed to investigate the correlation
between the distance to thrombus (DT) measurement
with digital subtraction angiography (DSA), recanalization
success and clinical outcomes in endovascular therapy of
MCA M1 occlusion.
Materials and Methods
Patient and Public Involvement
This study was a retrospective analysis of data in the stroke
registry of Gaziantep University Hospital from January
2015 to March 2019. All stroke patients admitted to
the hospital emergency department who had MCA M1
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occlusion and were admitted for endovascular treatment
were included in this study, no patient was excluded
from the study. Baseline and angiographic parameters
were extracted from a prospectively collected database.
Inclusion criteria were based on embolectomy using
thrombectomy devices, in patients aged ≥18 years with
M1 occlusions and proper angiographic documentation
of the procedure. In this procedure, distance to thrombus
from ICA bifurcation to MCA M1 was detected after
post-thrombectomy recanalization view of DSA.
In our study, we used the modified Rankin Scale (mRS)
to evaluate the clinical outcome at the end of the third
month after stroke. The mRS assesses disability in patients
who have suffered from stroke and is compared over time
to check for recovery and degree of continued disability.
A score of 0 indicates no disability, 5 shows disability
requiring constant care for all needs; and 6 denotes death.
Patients with tandem occlusions of ICA and MCA,
double occlusion of MCA and anterior cerebral artery,
and those with repeat stroke/reocclusion within 3 months
of the presentation were excluded from the analysis. The
National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score
on admission and 3-month follow-up mRS were retrieved
from the stroke registry and electronic medical records. A
favorable outcome was defined by both third month mRS
scores of (0–2) and (0–3).
Treatment and Image Analysis
The protocol for endovascular treatment of ischemic
stroke patients during the timespan of this study has
been described as IV thrombolytic therapy (0.9 mg/kg)
if the patients were eligible. Furthermore, additional
endovascular treatment [intra-arterial recombinant tissue
plasminogen activator (rt-PA) and/or thrombectomy]
was performed on those patients who had received IV
thrombolysis, but had severe clinical symptoms (NIHSS
score ≥10) and large artery occlusion on admission.
Recanalization success was evaluated based on the
modified thrombolysis in cerebral infarction (mTICI)
scoring system. Reperfusion results after endovascular
therapy are usually reported using the mTICI score. The
score was developed from the original Thrombolysis in

(A)

Cerebral Infarction scale by a consensus group in 2013.
Independent assessors at a DSA laboratory determined
the mTICI score by reviewing the angiograms at the end
of endovascular treatment. Successful recanalization was
defined with scores of mTICI ≥2b and full recanalization
with mTICI 3.
The “M1 distance-to-thrombus length” was determined
on curve-linear reformat reconstruction of the MCA,
and measured from the center of ICA bifurcation to the
beginning of the thrombus on the anterior-posterior view
of DSA (Figure 1A-1C).
In our study, the DT length was measured as a
continuous variable using the DSA. Then, the operating
point from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
analysis was applied for dichotomization of the study
cohort to emphasize on the difference between post
endovascular treatment recanalization success rates of
patient with proximal versus distal M1 occlusions.
Statistical Methods
The normality of distribution of continuous variables was
tested using the Shaphiro Wilk test. The Mann Whitney
U test was used to compare the two groups for non-normal
numerical variables. The chi-square test was applied to
investigate the relationship between categorical variables.
A ROC curve analysis was performed, and the “cutoff
point” was determined for dichotomization of the M1
DT length. In order to determine the best cutoff point, it
was taken as the cutoff point for ROC analysis where the
sensitivity + specificity value was the greatest. Frequency,
percentage (%) and median (interquartile range) were
given as descriptive statistics. Statistical analysis was
performed using SPSS for Windows version 23.0 and a P
value <0.05 was considered as statistically significant.
Results
We eventually included 95 patients (mean age 62.8 ±
13.6; 62.1% [59/95] female; mean NIHSS 16.4 ± 3.6)
treated with endovascular therapy in MCA M1 occlusion.
Forty-seven of the 95 patients (49.5%) had right-sided
hemiparesis due to stroke. In total, 82 patients (86.3%)
were treated with successful recanalization (≥TICI 2b) at

(B)

(C)

Figure 1. (A, B) The Short Distance to Thrombus on DSA Anterior-Posterior View. (C) An Example of Long Distance from Carotid T to Thrombus on DSA AnteriorPosterior View.
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the end of the endovascular therapy. In total, 28 patients
(29.5%) achieved a mRS of (0–2) at 3 months, 46 patients
(48.4%) achieved an mRS of (0–3) at 3 months (for
favorable outcome) and 38 patients (40%) expired at the
end of the 3 months.
Regarding recanalization outcomes, patients with
DT ≤13.2 mm showed significantly higher rates of
full recanalization mTICI 3 (AUC = 0.639 ± 0.06; P =
0.014). There is a possibility to distinguish unsuccessful
recanalization cases after endovascular treatment by
considering the DT (85.7% sensitivity; 95% CI = 69.7–
95.2) (Figure 2).
The optimal cutoff point of distance to thrombus
to predict recanalization achievement was determined
according to the Youden’s J index. In our sample, DT
had sensitivity and specificity for predicting successful
recanalization (85.7% and 45.0%, respectively).
The demographic data of both study groups are
presented in Table 1 and comparison of demographic and
clinical characteristics of patients by distance of thrombus
from ICA bifurcation to M1 is presented in Table 2.
Discussion
We found that the chance of full recanalization (mTICI
3) was higher among patients with M1 occlusion of ≤13.2
mm from ICA bifurcation compared with those with DT
of >13.2 mm on admission DSA (P = 0.014). However,
there was no statistically significant relationship between
DT and successful recanalization (≥mTICI 2b). In other
words, having a high DT reduces the chance of successful
recanalization without distal embolism. However, there
was no significant correlation between DT and rate of
favorable outcome. Anatomical studies have shown that

Figure 2. Discriminative Ability Presented as Receiver Operating Curve of
Distance to Thrombus to Predict Recanalization Success at the End of the
Endovascular Treatment.

the length of the MCA M1 segment varies between 11–20
mm and lenticulostriate vessels arise between 3-11 mm.8
As shown in some clinical studies, the distance from the
carotid T to the beginning of the thrombus measured in
millimeters along the MCA on a CT angiogram or DSA
should be guiding for recanalization success in large artery
occlusions.1,9 Lobsien et al noted that a combination of
mechanical thrombectomy and IVT had more successful
clinical outcomes than only IVT in patients with MCA
M1 proximal occlusion (DT<16 mm). They defined
DT as a new term to represent the occlusion location in

Table 1. Demographic Data of the Study Groups
DT

Variables
≤13.2 mm (n = 63)

>13.2 mm (n = 32)

Total (n = 95)

P Value

Age

62 (50–73)

65 (58–73)

63 (56–73)

0.410

NIHSS

18 (14–19)

16 (13–18)

16 (14–19)

0.057

Serum glucose

157 (118–187)

134 (112–165)

146 (116–178)

0.184

Hemoglobin

12.6 (11.2–4.3)

12.9 (10.7–14)

12.7 (11.1–14.3)

0.900

RDW

14.4 (13.7–15.3)

14 (13.2–14.6)

14.2 (13.6–15)

0.065

9990 (8010–13800)

10280 (7130–11805)

10050 (7630–12810)

0.526

BUN

17.9 (14.0–23.8)

18.6 (15.3–33.0)

18.4 (14.8–26.1)

0.454

Creatinine

0.78 (0.63–1.0)

0.80 (0.59–0.91)

0.80 (0.6–1.0)

0.591

Platelet

258 (206–310)

237 (199–295)

251 (200–309)

0.361

Sex, female

42 (66.7)

17 (53.1)

59 (62.1)

0.198

Stroke side, right

28 (44.4)

19 (59.4)

47 (49.5)

0.169

Antiplatelet drug use

10 (15.9)

8 (25)

18 (18.9)

0.283

Atrial fibrillation

22 (34.9)

10 (31.3)

32 (33.7)

0.721

46 (73)

21 (65.5)

28 (29.5)

0.455

Cigarette smoking

13 (20.6)

8 (25)

21 (22.1)

0.628

Diabetes mellitus

22 (34.9)

6 (18.8)

28 (29.5)

0.102

3 (4.8)

1 (3.1)

4 (4.2)

0.707

13 (20.6)

7 (21.9)

20 (21.1)

0.889

4 (6.3)

3 (9.4)

7 (7.4)

0.594

Leukocyte

Hypertension

History of coronary bypass
Coroner artery disease
History of stroke

NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; BUN, blood urine nitrogen; RDW, red distribution width; DT, distance-to-thrombus.
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Table 2. Comparison of Clinical Characteristics of Patients by Distance of Thrombus
DT
Clinical Characteristics

≤13.2 mm (n = 63)

>13.2 mm (n = 32)

No. (%)

No. (%)

P Value

Prevalence Difference (%) (95 % Cl)

IV thrombolytic treatment

12 (19)

8 (25)

0.501

6 (1.3–13.3)

IA thrombolytic treatment

45 (71.4)

26 (81.3)

0.298

9.9 (6.1–13.78)

Mechanical thrombectomy

58 (92.1)

31 (96.9)

0.362

4.8 (1.3–8.2)

Successful recanalization (mTICI ≥2b)

53 (84.1)

29 (90.6)

0.384

6.5 (2.8–10.1)

Full recanalization (mTICI 3)

30 (47.6)

5 (15.6)

0.014

32 (26.4–37.5)

mRS (0-2)

16 (25.4)

12 (37.5)

0.221

12.1 (5.9–18.2)

mRS (0-3)

27 (42.9)

19 (59.4)

0.128

16.5 (11.6–21.3)

29 (46)

9 (28.1)

0.092

17.9 (12.5–23.2)

Mortality in 3 months

IA, intra-arterial; IV, intravenous; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; mTICI, modified thrombolysis in cerebral Infarction; Cl, confidence interval; DT, distance-tothrombus.

their studies. They claimed that there have been very few
studies which used this evaluation and clinical results of
IVT in MCA M1 occlusions were largely dependent on
the location of occlusion.9
Clot length has been shown to affect the success of
recanalization. Kamalian et al reported that thin-section
non-contrast computed tomography images can be used to
measure hyperdense clot length in acute ischemic stroke.
They claimed that clot length (≥8-mm clot) measurement
may be critical for triaging proximal MCA occlusions.
By removing 25% to 30% of M1 clots that are short and
likely to respond to IVT alone, patients who may benefit
from catheter-based therapy may be rapidly triaged to
the interventional suite.10 In our study, considering this
issue from a different perspective, we also aimed to show
that the distance of the clot from vascular branching is an
effective factor for recanalization.
In long occlusions, the results of recanalization by
IVT are also poor; proximal occlusions of the MCA are
associated with worse patient outcomes. Consequently,
a new analysis of the precise thrombus localization in
acute MCA occlusions, the distance to thrombus, was
established by Friedrich et al. They claimed that it was an
easy-to-apply measurement of the length from the carotid
T to the occlusion site in MCA stroke on computed
tomography angiography. Gawlitza et al also attempted
to validate the prognostic value of the DT on magnetic
resonance angiography (MRA) in another study. They
claimed that for a DT < 22mm, the likelihood of an
unfavorable outcome (90d mRS 3–6 or NIHSS score
improvement of ≤ 10 points on discharge) was >50%.
Initial diffusion tensor imaging lesion volumes showed no
correlation with the outcome. DT on MRA was reliably
measurable, correlated inversely with FLAIR-vascular
hyperintensities, and predicted outcome in patients with
acute MCA occlusion treated with IVT.1,11
In our study, DT (≤13.16 mm) had a higher sensitivity
(85.7%) for predicting full recanalization (mTICI 3)
which differed from this study. Besides, the DT length
in our study was similar to what was mentioned in other
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studies.1,9 Pavabvash et al also investigated the thrombus
localization and recanalization success in 34 MCA M1
occlusion patients on admission CT angiography. They
indicated that the rate of successful recanalization was
higher among patients with M1 DT of ≤ 6 mm with an
odds ratio of 8 (P = 0.023). However, a M1 DT of ≤6 mm
was not associated with a higher rate of favorable outcome.
They achieved successful angiographic recanalization (≥
mTICI 2b) in 24 (71%) out of 34 patients.12 In summary,
existing studies have shown that when the studies are
examined in terms of DT, there are quite variable results in
terms of distance. Some of the reasons for this discrepancy
include differences in the design of these studies,
techniques used for measurement (DSA, CT angiography
or MRA) and patient selection. As it is known, among all
radiological methods, endovascular evaluation with DSA
is the best measurement method. Here, we reported that
measurement using endovascular evaluation predicts a
different value than other studies.
Freiderich et al analyzed the DT parameter with preinterventional CT or MRI in 212 MCA M1 occlusions
for predicting basal ganglia infarction of lenticulostriate
arteries. They showed that the exact location of the arterial
occlusion measured by DT in MCA M1 stroke can
predict the lenticulostriate area and striatocapsular region
infarction with high sensitivity and specificity (P < 0.001).13
This suggests that DT and its association with the salvage
of lenticulostriate arteries area are also important entities
in the endovascular treatment strategy. Thus, these inform
the decision regarding how aggressive treatment will be the
choice in patients with more distal occlusion.
In conclusion, DT is seen as an important parameter
in endovascular treatment of stroke patients. As known,
it is important in endovascular therapy of stroke that the
stent-retriever (SR) must extend from the upper division
to the proximal part of the clot to cover the long clots
for M1 occlusions. So, the choice of SR length should
also be according to these criteria. DT is also one of
the criteria to be considered in this regard. Therefore,
the neuro-interventionalist should be prepared with
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multiple endovascular techniques, SR or catheter selection
and others for successful recanalization and less distal
embolism.
The endovascular treatment of acute stroke is a very hot
and popular topic. Our study population can be considered
sufficient to yield strong conclusions. The results of the
current study have clinical benefits regarding which cases
may be challenging in terms of recanalization, and guiding
the technique and procedure to be applied in cases. The
other strengths of the study are that we addressed only a
specific case study group, not all stroke cases (only MCA
occlusion); all cases were processed in the same DSA
laboratory by the same two neuro-interventionalists,
and the distance to thrombus was measured by two
independent neuro-interventionalists.
Our research had limitations; the study had a
retrospective design. There was no clot histology data
to further characterize the relationship about clot type;
thus, a study about histological properties of clots may be
interesting as regards their effect on recanalization.
In conclusion, shorter distance to thrombus of MCA
M1 occlusion was associated with higher rate of full
recanalization (mTICI 3) after endovascular therapy.
Longer distance of M1 thrombus from the ICA bifurcation
was associated with a poor rate of recanalization. Having
a high DT reduces the chance of successful recanalization
without distal embolism. However, there was no statistically
significant effect for DT on favorable outcomes (mRS) at
third months or mortality with endovascular treatment of
MCA M1 occlusions.
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